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INTRODUOTION

At the present t1me there. is a recognized need for a better
means of measuring soil moisture in 81 tu. .Soll moisture measurements are required in ·fundamental studies of soil moisture flow

and soil-plant-water relationships as well as in practical studies
in irrigation practices.

Various phases of engineering also

utilize soil moisture data, for example, solI moisture determinations are made during the construotion of earth dams, road cuts
and fills, and under airfield runways.

The desired method should

be quick, reliable, and adaptable over the moisture range fram
oven dryness to saturation.
Researoh in nuclear physics has revealed the neutron scattering phenomena whioh may be utilized as a meane of determining
soil moisture.

It is known that hydrogen nuclei have a large

influence on the scattering of neutrons and that most of the
hydrogen nuclei in soils occur primarily in

~~ter.

Using this

information it should be possible to oorrelate the scattering of
neutrons in the soil with moisture content.

Measurement

or

soil

water in this manner would be independent of its physical or
chemical state in the soil.

This would eliminate variables that

are inherent in the present methods, such as temperature,

8oi~

texture, and salt concentrations.
The object of this study 1s to adapt the neutron scattering
phenomena to a method of 80il moisture determination in

~.

2
The problem is one of instrumentation and calibration.

The emphasis

will bo toward developing an 1natrument to be used tor soil moisture
determination in experimental plots.

will a180 b. considered.

Other diverse applications

The prerequilitea of the method require

'that 1t be more accurate and precise than the present methode wi thout 1noreas1ng the time and costs involved.

'"f'

REVIEW OF LI'l'tJRATURE

The0!7
The u •• of the neutron scattering phenomena. in determining

8011 mol.ture may be more olear1)" UDieret.ood br .. review of the
general theory 1nYolved.

Basioally the teohnique 1. ooncernecl

wi th the moderation or slowing down of :f'a..t neutrons by the hydro-

gen nuolei in the 80il water.

The determination of the effeot ot

the moderation requires three basic components,

.. souroe of faat

neutrOlll. a detector for slow neutron., and .. cOWlter or a count

rat. . .tor.
~

neutron.

The neutron is an uncharged, subatomic particle

.lightly. heavier than the hydrogen lon.

Free neutrons, per !!.,

de DOt exiat in nature beoa.use neutrons are captured when slowed
to thermal energies.

They are also p08tulated to, be radioactive

Vi th a halt-life of about

thirt, minutes. The equation 18 repre-

.ented by (lapp and Andrews, 1948, p. 324),

In the equation the energy balance is represented a8

i

8pbol l\: 1& the accepted symbol tor th. neutrino.

The other

and the

8Jmbo18 are denned in the following table which is presented to
oompare the more oommon radiation produota.

(These data may be

found in any nuclear physic text book, 8uch as the one previously
a1 t.ea.)

4

!!!!:.!

Sl!!bol

neutron

on

proton

1 Hl
IP • 1

beta

_Ie 0 ,

alpha

2H~ ,

gamma

hv,

1

none
+

-

0.0005486

4

+ +

electromagnetio radiation

--

The terms fast, Ilow, intermediate. and thermal are arbitrary terms

applied to neutrons ot varying energy values.

The energy value ot

a neutron 1s expressed in electron volts (ev.) or million electron
'Yolts (Mev.).

In this paper they will have the following generally

accepted meanings

thermal neutrons-----------Q.O to

O.~, 8F.

slow neutrons--------------O.O'3 to 100

eVe

intermediate neutrons------1OO eve to 0.1 Mev.
fast neutrons--------------greater than 0.1 Mev.

!h!.

seattering phenomena.

When the neutron interacts with the

nuclei of other atoms it result. in a oapture or scattering process.
In the neutron capture process a new or compoun d nuclous 1s formed

which is usually left in an exoited state.

This exoited or higher

energy state is unstable and the nucleus returns to the stable

state by emitting a gamma ray or by disintegrating with the em1a-

sion of other radiation particles.

The production of deuterium

trom hydrogen is an example of neutron capture and the nuolear

. equation

iSl

5
The

prob~'bility

of this reaot.1on Is quit. low beoause of the low

oapture cross aeoti-on of

hydro~en.

When a Beutron is emitted from a souroe it fOllaw. a rectilinear path and the path is changed only by a 'oolliaion with a
nuoleus of an atom.

This change ip the path of the neutron 1a

oalled soattering.

There are two tyPes of neutron-nucleul eo1-

liston where a chan,e:e of enerl!Y oocurs,

where both momentum and
cOllisions.'

ener~

The elastic oollisions,

are conserved and the inelastio

When an inelastic oollision oocurs, the neutron imparts

some of i t,a energy to the nuoleus, thus ra1s inp- the n 1lcleu8 to an
excited state'.

The exoited nucleus then returns to the stable state

by the emission of a gamma ray.
scatterin~

A revalent .sample 1s the inelastio

by hydrogen which iSI

h2 • Q

The asterisk is used to denote a nucleus in an excJted state.
The ela.tic collision is the "billiard ball" type oollision.
!
The kinetic energy of the tar~et nucleus is increased at the 6Xpense of the kinetic

ener~y

of the neutron.

In

~oth

inelastio and

elastio collisions the neutron looses ener~y but in the elastio

oollision momentum and 1qlnetio ene.gy of the system
The loss of

ener~

il5 ,conserved.

by the neutron elastic oollisions is ~overned

by triO factorst

the probability of the 0011isions occurring, and

the reduction of

aner~~

opon colliding with a particular nucleus.

The amount of energy lost by a neutron colilsion;-\variea with the

partioular target nucleus.

The following relationship 8hows the

rednotlon of the en.r~y (F.) of the neutron by the amourt (As)

6
for varying mass numbers (A), (Lapp and Andrews, 1948, p. ~26).
.AE

E

-

41

{A ... 1)2

It can be seen from this relationship that as the mas. of the
nuclei inorease' t the change 1n energy 1s decreased and the great-

ost loss occurs when the neutron oollides with the hydrogen whoa.
mass number is one.

A more sophisticated treatment of the energy

loss equation that involves anav.raging process is given by Fermi
(Orear!!!!. 1950, p. 181).

The greater energy reduction pel'

collision with hydrogen nuclei means that to slow the fast neutron
to thermal energy will require fever collisions.

The number ot

collisions necessary to thermalize a fast neutron by hydrogen
nuclei is 18 as compared with 40 for helium nuclei, 50 for beryllium nuclei t and 110 for carbon nuclei (Lapp and Andrews, 1948,

The effect of the hydroeen nuclei in the moderation of faat
neutrons is more

prono~ced

when the cross sections are considered.

The physical dimensions of the cross section are given in units of
area but the interpetation is in the probability of interaction.
The cross section may be thought of as the target area of the

nuoleus available for bombardment in a particular reaction.

A

small cross section means that the effective target area is small
or the reaction has a small probability of occurring, whereas a
large crOBS section offers more target area and the reaotion 18
more likely to occur.

In general, the elastic collision cross

sections of many elements are on the order of the physical or088sectional area of the nucleus or about one barn and the probability
for elastio collision is greater than the probability for capture

7
of 1nelastic oollision.

The following table (Gardner and Kirkham

1952) indicate. the scattering orosI sections of oommon 8011 elements and the ratio of energy after a colllsion to energy before

the collislon (e).

The letter A represent. the mass number ot the

element.

-

element

oro.. .eotion ~ barns}
taat neu. ons thermal neutrons

!.

R

1

1.000

2."

47.5

0

12

0.162

1.60

4.6

B

14

O.l~

1.00

1;.0

16

0.128

17

0.11,

'1'i

22

Na

/'0---..."\

r

1.,

4.2

2.7

40.0

0.068

4.4

,.0

2,

0.086

2.6

~.6

Kg

24

0.082

2.0

,.,

.11

27

0.075

2.5

1.6

81

28

0.071

3.2

2.5

P

,1

0.06,

,.0"

4.0

S

32

0.061

2.6

l.~

JC

39

0.050

;.8

;.0

0&

40

0.049

.4.9

1.5

Mn

55

0.0;7

,.0

12.0

56

0.0;6

1;.0

,.0

01

,.
It

SCJ..tt.r1~

A

0&J'l

be

8Hn

,

I.

that hydrogen nuclei are DN.oh more effective in

reducing the energy of the neutrons than the other 80il eisent••
Since the hJ'drogen nuclei are present in larger numbers 1t:1 the

aol1 _ter it can be postulated that the scattering of fast neutrons

/

8
This 1s the basis for the neutron scattering technique for soil
moisture dotermination.

-Fast neutron sources.
two categoriesl

Fast neutron souroes may be classified in

those producing fast neutrons from gamma-neutron

reactions, and those producing fast noutrons from alpha-neutron
reactions.

The cross sections for these reactions are small and

only a few of the bombarding materials are used in the actual produetion of

neutro~.

The number of neutrons produced by these

reactions is much smaller than the total number of radioactive
disintegrations from the source.

Although a number of the liE;ht

elements have been used as target elements in the production of
neutrons, beryllium 1s probably the most conunon.

The reactions ares

The requirement of the photo- or gamma-neutron reaction is
that the gamma ray energy exceed the binding energy of the nucleus.
This threshold energy for beryllium 1s 1.6, Mev.

The adaptation of

this type of source in field use appears doubtful because the large
amount of unreacted

~

hazardous to the personal

rays ami tted from the source would be

and may give a high baokgroWld count.

One pos8ible advantage ot this source i8 the production of mono'chromatic neutrons by using a
which may be obtained from

8~nglo

energy source of gamma rays

an artificially activated

isotope.

Research with neutrons in moisture determinations have thUs
far utilized the alpha-neutron reaction.

The alpha practiele

sources that have been used are elements of the Radium Series e

9

Beryllium has been used exolusively as the targot material.

For a

better understanding of the alpha sources, tho Radium Series is
presented in the following table (Eldorado Mining).
The Radium Series

Name

Symbol

Half-life

Radiations in Mev.
Beta
Alpha
Gamma

Radium

BeRa226

1620 y.

4.61

Radon

86Rn222

,.825 d.

5.49

Radium A

84Po216

,.05

·5.99

Radium B

82

Pb214

26.8 m.

0.72

O.~5

Radium 0

a,B1214

19.7 m.

;.17

2.42

Radium C'

84Po2l4

1.5x154 sec.

Radium C·

81Ti210

1.,2 m.

Radium D

. 22 y.

0.026

RAdium E

82Pb21O
e;Bi 21O

5 d.

1.17

Radium r

84Po2l0

1~8

Radium G

82 Pb20 6

Stable

-

m.

d.

-

0.188

7.7
1.8

0.47

0.77

5·29

The radioaotive transformations of the series occur in order tram
top to bottom.

The ideal souroe of alpha particles for the reaction

1s one that has a long half-lffo and few acoompanying omanationa.

This is not possible s1noe the selection of any ono of the series
will inolude all of the following daughter products.

In soil

moisture 8tudies Ra, RaD and RaF have been used as alpha particle
souroes.

Radium has a long half-life, 1620 years, which proTides

a stable souroe over a long period of time and, assuming a well made

Ra-Bo souroe, produces more neutrons per me, of active material than
'RaD-Be or RaP-Be sources.

In well made sources the neutron flux

may be estimated by caloulating 16,000 neutrons/sq.em./sec./rng. of

10
Ra for a Ra-Be source and 2,;00
ma tarial (Eldo rado Mining).

neutrons/sq.cm./8ec./~c.

of active

The di sad vantage of the Ra- Be source

is the intense gamma radiation from the ra.dium and ito subsequent

daughter products.

The BaF-Be source has a low gamma emission but

deoays to one half it. strength in 1,8 days, thus precluding it
from field use.

The use of R&D is only to maintain the stability

of the RaF souroe since R&D
half-lives given above.

dec~ys

to RaE which decays to RaF in

The decay prooess will attain an equil-

ibrium and produce .. more constant Supply of RaF.

The use of RaD,

however, increases the accompanying gamma radiation of the source.
The seleotion of a neutron souroe beoomes somewhat dependent upon
the method involved 1n the detection of the slow neutrons.

By

using the direct method of detecting neutrons, whioh will be discussed later. the disadYantage of accompanying gamma radiation may
be eliminated.

Neutron detection.

The passage of neutrons through a medium

differs fram other radiation products in that they do not leave a
path of ions in their walee.

The path of ions has provon to be very

convenient in the detection of alpha partioles, beta partioles, and
gamma rays by discharging a Geiger tube or producing trails in a

cloud ohamber.

Neut~ons,

however, are detectod only by the products

of their specific reactions with particular isotopes.

This is an

advantage because it allows detection of neutrons in the presence

or

other radioactive emanations, and is a disadvantage because the

effioiency of detection 1s very

~11.

For the purpose of discussion

the detection of neutrons may be classified as direot and indirect.
Tho indireot method involves the determination of activation

11

produced by bombarding metal foils of rhodium.silver or indium with
slow noutrons.

These foils have been used in soil moisture studies

and their reaction and half-lives arel

45 Rh10; ... ohl....-+ 4;Rh I04 -~ 46Pdl04 + _leo ...

49Inl15 ... ohl ~ 49In116

--J;-

5Osnll6

-t -1 eO -t

Q. 4.2

~

tioned with only one isotope.

44 sec.

h Yot Q. 1'; sec. t

The half-lives are given follol'TinS tho equation.
are given, two isomeric states exist.

m.,

54

m.

Where two half-lives

Rhodium is the only foil men-

After the 'foils have boen activated by

neutron bombardment they are placed next to a Geiger tube which detects the beta and gamma rays.

The efficiency of

detectin~

the re-

Iative number of neutrons by this method is dependent upon several
factors, the cross section of the foile,., t . . geometry with respect
to the neutron source, and the geometry of the foil with respect to
the Geiger tube.
The neutron

mothod.

reacti~n

with an isotope of boron is the direct

This reaction is (Korff 1946, p. 56)1

The indioation of the reaotion is found by detecting the alpha
pa'rt1cle produced.

The reaction has a large crOBS section for slow

neutrons and varies, inversely with the velocity of the neutron.

detection chamber is made by lin1ns the walls with a BIO enriched

The

12
mixture of boron or filling and sealing the chamber with BID enriched

sr,

The alpha partiole from the reaction inside the

gal.

ohamber produoes a path of ions which causes the chamber to disCharge.

Tho discharge produces a puleo which is registered by a

counter.

The .ttlclenoy of the chamber in deteoting the slow

neutrons depend. upon ita geometry with respect to the source, the

amount of aensi ti ve volume ot the chamber, and the pres sure of the
B', gas.

By lncreaelng the gas pressure in the ohamber it 1s pos-

sible to increase the eft10iency of detection but the increase in
~.

pressure also inorease. the operating potential of the chamber.

In portahle field use this 18 a serious' disadvantage since high
voltage .ouroes are limited.

Another disadvantage of this deteotion

met.hod is that the cost of the SF, ohamber is several times that of

the Geiger tubes.
Studies ot 8011 moisture by neutron scattering have

9ounter..

used two types of OOUl'lter8'
and the count rate meter.

the pulse counter or eleotronic sca.ler,
The lcalera are usually laboratory unit.s

that indicate the number of puleea or counts during a given time
interval.

The counting rate 1s usuall)" reported as counts per min-

ute or oounts per second.

Thi8 typo of recording gives an average

of the .ta:tlatical fluctuation during the counting interval.

The

laborawry scalers must be used with a well regula.ted power supply.

The oount rate mater. are generally smaller than the scalera
and are operat.ed trom a built-in, power supply, usually dry cell

batteries.

The count rate meter indioates 'the rate at which pulses

are recieved.

This 18 the actual oounting rate and it will vary with

the eta.t1st.1oal fluctuations of the nuclear disintegrations.

For

this reason, care must be exercised in comparing oounting rates from

tlia two counters.
Previous Inv6stiraations
The application of the neutron soattoring phenomena to s011

moisture determination is still in the early stages of development.
The earliest work was started at Cornell University in 1949.

Since

that time little information has been published on this method and
moat of the investigations have been carried out under laboratory
conditions.

The

fo~lowing

papers are reviewed in order of publi-

cation.
Belcher

The apparatus used in the laboratory and

~~!22£.

in some field work consisted of the followingt

aluminum access

tubas with a diameter of 15/16'1n., a 100 me. Ra-Be source, rhodium
metal foil, a lB85 Thyrode Geiger tube made by Victoreen Instrument
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio, and a Model 161 scaler made by Nuclear
Instrument and Chemical Oorporation,
drums

2~

in. high and
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Chiea~o,

Illinois.

Cylindrical

in. in diameter were filled with s011 lnixed

to a given moisture level.

The access tubes were placed in the

oenters of the drums and the probe lowered into them.

The probe

consisted of the neutron source and ; hollow cylinders of rhodium
foil,

0.875 in. in diameter 1 in. long

and ; mils. thick.

The foils

were stacked vertically so that the souroe was inside the middle
foil.

The probe was left in the soil mass for a 20- to 'O-minute

interval until the activation equilibrium was reached.

After aoti-

vatton the foils were removed and placed in a load shield where the
activity was counted.
by a stop watch.

Tho activation and removal time was measured

The removal time must be held to within 1/2 second

171201
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d.~at1OD

1n order to obtain preo1 •• reaults.

In the•• ,' .xp~riment. the .11bration ~. obtained by plotting
the counting rate against the moisture content on e. volUJll8 ballis
a.s determined by supllng and drying the 8ampl.. in an oven.

The

author. felt that after the large number of determinations obta1ned
"

using a allt so11 •

the eensitivi ty 18 JIIOre than adequate and. the

pre.i81on ia high_t-. than obtained by oriin&.r)' moist.ure determinations •.
Data obtained trom ,and 8Jld glacial drift gave good agreement when

plotted on the oalibration ourve for the ailt .011 J t.hus indicating .
• 011 texture differ.noes are negligible.

The effect of salt in the

8011 vas shown to be relati?ely ..-11 by adding 5 lba. of salt per

oubic foot of 8011 and oomparing tho results with the calibration
curve.

The salt had the following compositions

40 percent Oa012'

,0 peroent HaCl, 20 percent MgS04' and 10 percent Na2S0.,...

When the laboratory equipment was used in an lnt1n1 te soil

maes, the oal1bration curve obtained in the laboratory was used to

convert eount1ng rate to moisture content.

The moisture content

as determined by the neutron method gave fairly good agreement when
the moisture content
8011.

V8.S

greater than 1, lb •• water per cu. ft. of

The drier 8011s in the infinite medium f!11ve a higher counting

rate than was obtained in the labora.tory, a.lthough it

\ftI.8

not men-

tioned by the author., this deviation could have been interpet.ed

.a a dimension of the effective volume of the aol1 concerned in this

determination.

The diameter ef the effective volume 18 greater than

the diameter of the cylinder when the moisture content is less than
l~

Ibs. water per cu. ft. of soil.

It appears from the results

that a laboratory calibration may be of some value but for practIcal
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field use the calibration curve should be obtained from an in:f'ini te
soil mass.

The equipment used in this

investi~ation

is rather bulky

for field use and the time involved in a determination is prohibitive
for routine field determinations.
A different souroe and probe was used in an experiment for auto-

matte recording and transmission of 80i1 moisture data.

A Po-Be

or

RaF-Be source of unspecified. activity and the lB85 Thyrode Geiger

tube were incorporated into a probe.

The Geiger tube was placed

above the source with an unspecified thiokness of lead to shield out
gamma rays from the source.

Rhodium foil was wrapped around the

tube to allow deteotion of neutrons.

The pulses from the Geiger

tube were transmitted, received, and recorded by a method similiar

--

to that used by Gerde1 at ale (1950) to datermino the moisture in
inaccessible snow packs by gamma. ray scattering.
The authors were satisfied with the results of the automatic
recording device but the unit appears to be limited in the nUI1bar
of uses.

They also state that by means of a particular arrangement

of source and detector, it was possible to measure accuratoly the
moisture content of a layer of soil 4 to 6 in. thick, independently
of the moisture content of adjacent soil layers, provided the
measured layer was not too dry.

They did not, however, give any

details about the arrangoment.

Spinks

!i al. 122!.

Reported the results of their inv6sti:ations

to determine soil moisture with a 250 mo. Ra-Be source and indium
metal foil.

The source \ms placed in a l~L x 8 in. beaker of Gumbo

clay with the indium foil.

The foil was separated from the source

by a paraffin block and oadmium metal to prevent direot activation
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from the source.

The foil wa. removed and the induced attl vi ty was

counted with a 1885 thyrode Geiger tube in conjunction with a lab~
oratort scaler and a count rate meter. Two sizes of 1ndl1.Ul1 foil

were used.

1 sq. in. foil, and a 4 sq. in foil.

The dependence of counting rate upon 80il moisture content was

observed wi t.h both counting un1 ts.

It was also found that the actl-

vation time could be decre8.secl from 70 minutes to 5 minutes by re-

placing the 1 sq. in foil with a
Belcher

.!!!l.

~.

4 sq. in. foil.

Reported the rosu1 t. of studio. on the

measurement ot moisture and density in the surface layer of soll.

As in the previous pa.per by the same authors, data concerning the

density meawurements are not disoussed since they are irrelevant
to the probls of 8011 moisture measurements.

The 8011 moisture meter devoloped in this study oonsisted ot
the following.

~

1B85 thyrode Geiger tube positioned between two

1 x 1t in. blocks of lead, and 2 RaD-Be sources of unspecified act! v-

tty plaoed on the outward.side of the lead blocks.

The tube, lead

blocks, and the sources were in the same horizontal plane which gave
the meter a flat shape.

The Geiger tube was wrapped with silver

toil to detect the slow neutrons.

The top and aides of the meter

wore aurroWlded with para.ffan to scatter the neutrons back int.o the

About

8011.

5 minutes

were

all~ed

for aotivation of the silver

toll then two or three minute count. ware taken with a labor..tory

Icaler.
The calibration curve was

ai1t 80i1.

obta.ln~

in the laboratory using a

It was found that the sensitivity decreased markedly

when the s011 was dry, 18 lb •• water per ou. ft. of so11 and les8.
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Field teats with the

met~r

were not completol however, the authors

felt that the meter ·performed quite well.The effective volume of soil measured by the meter was dotermined
by placing the meter on a moist soil mass and deoreasing the size of

the soil mass.

The effect of decreasing the soil mass was followed

by obsorving the change in counting rate.

From the results obtained,

the authors believed the effective soil volume is not over 6 in.
thick and 1 sq. ft. in area.

The application of this volume is re-

stricted to that particular meter since any change in the geometry
of the meter or the sources will ohanrr,e the effeotive volume.

The

effective volume will also increase with decreasing moisture content
and since the study did not ino1ude the effect of drier soil, the
effective volume is only applicable to those conditions.

The authors

felt that aftar further modifications the meter would be a fully
satisfactorJ instrument.

Gardner

~

Kirkham

~.

In 1952 Gardner and Kirkham investi-

gated the neutron method of moisture determination in the laboratory.
The study was in! tiatod prior to the publication of the \-lork of
Belcher at a1. 1950 and it is significant that ,,·rhi Ie different equipment was used the results were substantially the same.
The fast neutrons were obtained from a Po-Be source with a
strength of 104 neutrons por second and the slow neutrons were detected by

B.

SF) chamber filled to a pressure of 40 em. of Hg.

The

SF, ohamber was a cylinder 5 em. in diameter and '5.5 om. long and
had an operating potential of

,.050

chamber were read through a linear
scaler.

volte.
~plifier

The pulsos from the

into a laboratory

The neutron source was placed directly under the BF, chamber

18 , '
1n a

5

x 18 em. hole in the 8011 mas..

So1l was placed. in 4-gallon

'earthen crocks 25 em. in diameter and 22 em. deep.

8011e vere used in the ItudY'*

Five inorganic

; silt lo8JD.8, a sand, and a clay.

The oounting rate wal plotted against rnal. of water per unit bulk

volume of 8011 for all tlVG 8011s to produoe a single curve.
reaulta indicate that a single

ealibratio~

The

curve may be found to

cover the moist.ure range trom OTen dryne8s to saturation"for a.l1
five s011s.

It was also found that increasing the diameter of the

crock trOll 20 em. to 40 om. increased the cOlDlting rate only 8 per
oent when the crocks were filled. with water and that water

15

em.

below the bottom of the counter contributed very little to the total
!..

count.

The Y&lue of this paper 18 in demon.trating the dependence

ot counting rate. on moisture oontent of so11s and that the effeot
of soil texture 1s negligible.

The results cannot be interpeted for

t1 eld use ainee the source was only 4 om. from the bott.om of the

orock and about one half of the

BF~

chamber was out of the soil

maS8.

A . .thematloal formulation of the spherical symmetry of the effeotive
volume was alao presented.

The work of Lane et a1. most nearly a.pproaches
the practical application of the neutron scattering phenomena to

8011 moi.ture determinat.ion.
lource,

50 me.

The method consisted of lowering the

Ra-Be t into a two inoh altmdnum aocess t.ube when

lowering an indium foil into the tube to surroUnd the source.

lui_
a

lB85

,-.u_

The

exposed for 10 minutes, removed, and placed. arotmd

Thyrode Geiger tube during the eleventh minute.

and removal time was measured by a st.op watch.

The exposure

The aluminum. acoess

tubes were in 10 inch-sections which were threaded to allow elongation
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of the tube for deeper determinations in the 8011.
1 1/16 in. in

d~eter

The ,tubes are

with a wall thielcness of 0.050 in.

ing rate is detormined by a portable count rate meter.

The count-

(~Wdel

2610A

made by Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Oorporation.)
The calibration curve was obtained from determinations along
a river bank with soil types ranging from sandy eilts to medium
plastic alluvial clays.

Three oount rate readings were averaged at

each level and plotted against the average moisture content of the
six inch level above and below the source.

The curve was approxi-

mately linear and the determinations agreed within' percent moisture
and generally wi thin 2 percent moisture or less.
A 200 me. Ra-Be source was used to determine the zone of intluence or

the

effective distance tram the source to the indium foil.

The results indicated the zone varied with moisture content and
extended from 8 to 10 in. at 5 percent moisture with almost 90 percent of. the aotivity being induced in the first 6 in. from the source.
They conclude the zone of influence may be considered a sphere of 6
in. for all practical purposes.

However, the authors presented no

evidence to show that this zone will be the 8Wme for other sources
of varying strength or geometry.
An experiment was oarried out to determine the effect of re-

placing the aluminum access tubes with steel tubes with walls
in. thick.

0.154

The conolusion ot the oxpertmont showed that the counting

rate was decreased but the calibration curve still retained its

.
"

.~L~~"l'

.. ! .

general shape •

In field calibration tests with a Bearpaw shale a doviation
greater than 4 percent moisture ''las found.

The soil tested very low

20

in orga.n1c ma.t t.er and. therefore the erteot of hydrogen in

organio _tter was eliminated.

~e

It was postulated that the hydroxyl

group. in the lattice IItructure of the clays caused the di:f'ference~
It thi8 were the case the oalibration curve would only be shifted
upwards toward a higher counting rate.

The authors oonoluded that

considerable work 1s still necessary to finalize the neutron meter
for 8011 moisture cletem1ration.

Oarlton

!!!!.

~.

The authors state that the first field

model of the pre••nt moisture probe with a
replaoed by a

.

24 me. Po-Be souroe was

24 me. RaD-Be source. This 1s possibly the source

used with the remot.e reoording u:n1 t describec1 in the paper of
Beloh:~i.!!~. (1950).

The .probe ooneisted of a 1B85 '1'b;yrode Geiger
,

am

the source

••parated from the Geiger tube by a 1 In. lead plug.

Th. probe

tube wrapped with eilver foil

5

to 10 mils thick

element. are encaled in a oylinder ot bras. 1 In. :In diameter and:
6 In. long.

The laura.

ft.

at eme end ot the probe and an amphenol

eoan.otlan tor the Geiger tub. at the other end ot the probe. The
•• a11ng un.1t va. a Model

166 Nuolear laboratory model.

The Altmd.num

aooe.. tubes were replaced by .tainl... .teel tube 1 In. in dt..et.er
and .. wall thickness of 1,02 iD.

The .teel tube. were pointed on

one end and were driven into the 8011.

The cO\lllting rate • • re-

ported at a ratio of oount. in the 8011 to count. in a f'ixed standard.
The .taDdard uaed. was .. lO-galloD container ot water.
IOurO.

In using a

that deoa.y8 in a short period. ot time, e.g., a Po-Be

8~C.,

the aotivity must be oaloulated back to the original strength or
determined by using a standard.

Three readings of , minute duration

were taken in the 8011 and in the standard.

The aTerage. of t.he••
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readings were used to compute the count ratios.

The s011 was placed

in ?5-gallon drums for the calibration tests.
Sand, clay loam, and silt so11s were used in calibration test
ror the Po-Be source and a single calibration ourve was obtained with
the average deviatia.n
of soIl.

or

plus or minus 0.8 lbs. of water per cu. ft.

Using the RaD-Be sow-ce and i'our 8011 types. a Band, clay

loam, silt loam,

and

a gravelly clay sand they obta1ned a curve with

a 0.9 lbs. water per

o~.

ft. of soil deviation.

The authors state that the high background of the BaD-Be source
has a tendency to mask the neutron count at high and low moisture

They also anticipated that the sensitivity of the probe

contents.
could be

~proved

background oount.

by replaoing the R&D-Be source with one of lower

This suggestion will be quite difficult to folIo,",

since the source with a lower baokground, Po-Be, was discarded because of its short half-li.fe and the other sources appear to have

even higher accompanying radiations.

The work of Lane at al. (1953)

indicates that the stainless steel tubes reduoe the sensitivity.
The field equipment, whioh is the laboratory type, is handled

ad aqua toly by two men.

The bulky equi pment, the amount of time, and

the manpower involved in this method of moisture determination 18
prohibitive for practioal field use.
state

that

The authors, in summarizing,

it is recognized that certain difficulties in the oper-

ational characteristics of these instruments still oxist and they
are oontinuing their studies to overoone these difficulties.

Van Bavel et ale
-----

This study is conoerned ,"lith the sample

size involved in the neutron

~oisture

determination technique.

source-counter assembly consisted of a 10 nc Ra-Be source with a

The
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neutron flux of 1.5 x 105 neutrons per

S8C. and

a 2.5 x

;0

em. BF;-

The source wa. placed direotly under one end of the

filled counter.

coUnter ohamber in a

5.25 x '9.2 em. probe. The BF) chamber operated

at 1550 volts and the counting rate vas det,ermined by a la.boratory
The sample 'Yol\be

we..

determined by low-

erinE'; the probe into an aluminum aoceS8 t.ube,

7.5

em. 1n diameter t"

type scaler (Nuolear 162).

in the oenter of a 55-gallon barrel of 8'011 &DI "reoording the
lnga obtained at each 5-cm. 1...1.

read-

When the readings became oonste.nt

the Inal at the ln1 tlal ooutant reading was taken to the I1m1 t of
the etfeotive volume of the HDlple.

The horizontal dimension of the

eample volume was determined by placing bag. of wet sa"duet around
the out.ide of the barrel.

Sinoe the bags had little effeot upon

the oountlng rate, 6 peroent increa.e a.t 9.0 percent water by
volume, the diameter of the drum we.. taken to be the horizontal

dlmenalon.

Br

laying the souroe and probe aide-by-side on the sur-

faee of the 8011, an eat1_te of the thiclcnee8 waa obtained and

found to be 20

~

It was toUl'¥i that the Tolume ot 8011 contrlbutln, 95 percent
of the oounting rate had an ellipsoidal ahap. with a horizontal 4iame~er

leas than

oontent tr_

65

58

~

The yertioal diameter varied with moisture

om. at 4.4 percent water by volume to

_'turation or ,8 peroent water- by volume.

45

C!!l.

at

Sinoe barrels ot ....ller

diameter were not used 1n the experiaeDt li'ttle significanoe oan be
plaoed. upon the horizontal d1m.enelon.

horizontal dimension would
•• did. the vertical volume.

Br,

It ia quite probable that the

4,,"''''.8 with lnor.eing moisture ootrtent
When oacllIi\D toil wa.. wrapped around the

ohamber the volume was decreased at the expanse of counting rate.
,

.

If the volume is decreased in this manner, a longer counting period
will be required to reduce the counting error.

For wet eoils the

reduoed sensitive volume of the BF, chamber would not be as critical
as the dry soils since the neutron oloud would be more dense in the
immediate

V"j

eini ty of the ohamber.
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APPARATUS
~ource

The sour•• of neutrons used througftout the study was one obtained
from Eldorado Mining and Refining (1944 ) Lim1 ted. Ottawa, Oanada.
(The name has been linee ohanged to Atomic Energy of Cane.da Lim! ted.)

It oonsisted ot thre'e 8 me. RaD-Be

7 mm.. in diameter.

9.5

mm. in length and

The neutron flux was approximately 60,000 neu-

per em.! and is rated by the supplier to have a 'very

trona per

S8C.

low gamma

background~.

Geiger

caps~les.

~

The Geiger tube used was the lB85 Thyrode made by Victoreen

Instrument Oompany, Cleveland. Ohio.
the tube ranged tram.'

850 to

9~

The operating potential of

Tol ta which a.llowed the tube to be

used with a portable oount rat. meter.

The tube was readily adapted

to probe usage because of the oylindrioal shape of the tube.

The

tube was made to be .. neutron detector by surrounding 1t ,,1 th a
silver foil 5 to 10 mils thiok.

The tube is shown in Figure 1 with

the foil surrounding the tube attached to one probe seotion.

Silver

toil was selected because of its large cross section to slow neutrona
and the

.ho~t

half-life of its activated isotope..

may be obtained from any chemical supply.oompany.

The silver foil
Indium toil of

the same 'thiokness was also used and it was obtained £'rom the Indium

Oorporation of America, Utioa. New York.

B', ohamber
A BF~ chamber fill eel at "

om. of Hg. with 11 peroent B10 was

25

Figure 1.

Probes used in the

investi ~ at1on.

From top to bottom'

short source section, Geiger tube section with silver foil surrounding the Gei ger tube, BF3 chamber, and long source section
with 12.7 cm. lead plug.
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obtained from Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corporation.

The BF;

chamber is a proportional counter but is called a ohamber to distinguish it from soalera and count rate meters which are also known
The operating voltage ranged from 1750 to 1950 volts.

as counters.

Its sensitive volume is 12.5 em. long and 1.5 cm. in diameter.
chamber is

Sholin

in figure 1.

The

It was designed to be used with the

Pee-Wee Proportional Counter.
Oounting units
Four counting units were used in the investigations

)

two 1abo-

ratory type scalers, a portable dount rate meter, and a proportional
counter.

One scaler was a Sc-iB AutoBcaler made by Traeer1ab Ine.,

Boston, Massachusetts, and its maximum operating voltage was 2500
volts.

The other units were made by Nuclear Instrument and Chemical

Corp., Chicago, Illinois.

The Model 165 Scaling unit and the Model

26l0A count rate meter were used with the Gei ger tube.
rate meter which was designed for monitorine
ated at 900 volts.

~d

The count

survey use wa$ oper-

The Model 2111 Pee-Wee Proportional Alpha Counter,

which is a count rate meter, operated from two 1200 volt dry oe11
batteries.

The operating voltage may be varied by ohanging the leads

on the batteries in the oounter.
the BF, ohamber.

The Pee-Wee counter was used with

Sae figure 2.

Portable Power Supply
The portable power supply was obtained from a gasoline-driven.
alternating current generator, Model
Company, Oshkosh, Wisconei.n.

Tho

550-B

made by Universal Motor

~enerator \~e

cart with a soaling unit for portable field use.
shOtffl

mounted on a small
The mobile unit is

in figure 3 • . A oonstant voltage was ohecked by a lvI6del 260 volt
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1

Figure 2.

Portablo Pee-Wee count rate meter in moisture determination position.
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Fi gure 3.
Mobile Scaler generator assembly.
at lower left.

Aluminum

a~~e8S

tube

N

ex>
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meter made by Simpson Electric Co., Chieaeo, Illinois.
Sampling tubes
The two sampling tubes used in the investigation are
figure 4.

sho~rn

in

The smaller tube "las made from a 2 em. hollo\'l braes tubing.

I nside the eutting end of the tube a emall, flat, steel spring was
welded and sharpened.

\Yhen the sampling tube was forced into the

soil, t he steel edge cut
bra ns tube.
by a plunger.

a

core of

sli ~ht1y

smaller diameter than the

This allowed the undisturbed core to be removed easily
The 15.9

om.3 volume was obtained

spatula into the slit which cut the oore.
as disoarded, leaving a

knO\~

made in the same fashion from

The core above the cut

volume of soil.

2.7

0l1l.

by inserting a

The larger tube was

stainless steel tublng.

Access tubes
Aluminum tubes ,dth a diameter of 2.59 em. inside and 2.79 am.
outside were used as access tubes.

The tubes were 6 ft. long and

sealed at one end.
Probes
The probes u s ed with the Ge1eer tube are shown in figure 1.
The probe

\iaS

made

~ th t"10 ·

seotions lone section was fitted with

an amphenol oonnector in which the Geiger tube was inserted, and the
other section contained the source capsulee, lead plug, and the Geiger
tube cavity.

The two seotions were screwed together to for.m the probe.
I

The probe fas made from brass tubing with the following diametersl

2.,8 em. inside, and 2. 53 om. outside.

The capsulee Here placed in

three holes in a bronze plug 'ofhich was pressed into one end of the
brass tubing.

The capsules were held in place by a disk fastened in

position by three sorews.

A lead plug of

2.54

em. was placed between

Figure 4.

Volume sampling tubas

,1
the bronze 'plug and the tube chamber.

The over-a.ll length of the

probe was 19 om. including the amphenol connector.

The second probe

1s identical to the short probe except the section oontaining the
source has 12.7 em. of lead between the bronze souroe holder and tube

cavity.
sections.

The section with the Geiger tube was -.ad tor both source

EXPERIHENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Safety Erecautions

The use of radioactive materials requires that certain pre-

to

cautions be taken

effects of radiation.

protect the personnel involved from the harmful
Fast neutron sources, such as RaD-Be, emit

both gamma rays and neutrons but the amount of gamma radiation is
much greater and more dangerous than the neutron e~ssion.

Adequate

precautions for the ~a radiation will include adequate neutron protection (McCallum

1949). In this study the source was kept at least

one foot away from the body.

The allowed dosa;e may be calculated

(Lapp and Andrews 1948) with a survey meter such as the }'1odel 26l0A.
Film bad~es, survey meters and dosimeters lnay be used for radiation

monitoring.
First oalibration experiment
Tbcpurposa of this experiment was to obtain 'an infinite mass
calibration curve for the ~<~i,llvil~ silt loam at tho Greenville Experimental Farm.

The existonoe of controlled moisture experiments

provided plots of various moisture levels.
Prooedure.

The soil moisture determinations were made at varloua

locations in the plots to obtain a wide ranEe of 8011 moisture levels.'

A 8011 auger was used to imbed the access tube in the soil.

The small

sampling tube was used to obtain samples at ~O em. intervals whicp
were taken to the laboratory where they were weighed, dried at 1050 Ot
and rS\,leiehed.

The moisture content was expressed as volume of water

per unit volume of 8011 (e.g.s. systam). ·The probe was lowered into

"

the acoe88 tube by a coaxial cable which oonneoted the probe to the
Model 16; 8caler.

The power to operate the scaler was taken fram the

commeroial power supply at

the~.

The oount rate was observed

when the probe was the same level £Tom which tho volume sample was

taken.

Oonsecutive 2- and

~-m1nute

readings were obtained tor a

period of time not les8 than 10 minutes.

A ocnmt rate reading was

taken in air after each determination in the soil.

The oount. rat.

in air was taken to be the background.

Results.

Data from this experiment were not used for a calibra-

tion curve because multiple counting rates from single sample. were
not within counting error.

The reason for this was found to be that

the cammeroial electrioal power supply at. the experimental farm
dropped below the limit of the voltage regulator in the Model 165
scaler.

The voltage waa found to vary £Tom 8, to 115 volts, conee-

quentlr a mobile generator replaoed this power supply.

The mobile

generator also allowed a greater range in sampling area over the
. experimental plots.
Second calibration experiment
Procedure.

the

~e

The objective and procedure 1n this experiment was

as the previous experiment except the power supply for the

counter was supplied by a gasoline-driven generator.
was

The voltage

cheOked with a volt m.eter.

Results.

The agreement between consecutive I-minute count. on

individual samples was much better than the first experiment but still
varied as much as three times the relative deviation due to statistical
fluctuations (Lapp and Andrews 1948, 232).

It was also found that by

excluding the first three or four I-minute readings the deviation trom

;4
the expected relati vo deviation was decreased.

Thi.s agrees vi th the

,- to 5-minute activation time required for the silver foil as found

--

by Oarlton at ale

(195').

'!he data from the experiment (figure 5) shows a poor correlation
between counting rate and volume of water per unit volume of 8011.
The counting rate plotted was the average total counting rate minus

the average counting ra.te of the background as determined from air
readings.

It was believed that the poor correlation was oa.used by

the high background which masked the neutron count.

ground

waa

~e

high back-

attributed to the gamma radiation from the source.

Be-

cause of these results the .hort souroe section was discarded.

small sampling tube was replaced because it was felt that the

The
&0-

ouracy in sampling would be improved by taking larger samples.

Shielding experiments
The purpose of these experiments was to determine the amount of

lead required to shield the Geiger tube from the gamma radiation

from the source.

This can be determined with the linear absorption

coefficient of lead or experimentally.
The linear absorption eoeff1oient (AV) 1s defined as the fraction of the beam intensity absorbed per unit volume of the absorber

and its relationship is

e~pre8eed

as (Lapp and Andrews 1948, p. 78).

Where I is the intensity at any point x in the absorber, 10 i8 the
intensity of the
1s a constant.

peam

as it strikes the absorber or at x - 0, and

By using the oounting rata as 8.

intensity and plotting tho log&r1thim of the

relattve measure of

countln~

rate against the

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

2500

3000
COUNTS

PER

3500
.. IN UTE

Figure 5. Date from seoond oalibration experiment. Pv (peroent
moisture by vo 1ume) is plotted a~ainst oounts per minute (minus
background). Each point is the averare of fivo or more detertlinfttlons. Poor correlation is eyident.
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thickness of absorber a straight line may be obtained.

The slope

of the straight line is the absorption coefficient.
The" experimental', ~ethod involves placing different amounts of

lead between the source and detector and observing the decrease in
intensity.
To determine the linear absorption coefficient one

Procedure.

of the source capsules was placed in a fixed position on a table
and shielded on three sides by iron bricks.

The Geieer tube was

placed parallel to the radiation beam 20 em. fram the source.

As

incrementa of lead were placed in the beam between the Bource and
the Geiger tube, the counting rate was obaeryed with the Model 165
scaler.
The second procedure waa to place the 80urce capsules in fixed
position and shielded on three sides by iron bricks.

The Geiger

tube was plaoed in the probe and placed parallel to the radiation
beam and touching the source capsules.

Inorements of lead were placed

between. and in contact with, the probe and source capsules.

The

counting rate was plotted against the thiCkness of lead.
Result.s.

The expected straight line from the linear absorption

ooefficient determination was found to be exponential.
linear absorption coefficient holds only for

Since the

monochr~tio

gamma and

X-rays, it was assumed the. t the 0.46 i-1cv anergy gi van in the Radium
Series for R&D represents a maximum energy only.

This was confirmed

by Faather (1949) in that at least 7 gamma rays are assumod to be

known for Ran.
The second experiment provided the data whereby the thickness
of lead for the probe was obtained.

The data are shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6_. Determination of thickness of lead required. for
shieldinr, of gamma rays.

.,8
A new souroe section for the probe was made with 12.7 em. of lead
between the souroe and the.tube cavity.
Effective volume 'determination
The object of this experiment was to determine the minimum
effeotive volume this method will cover in the soil.

Since the

volume will increase with decreasing moisture content, a 100 percent
water volume will be the smallest volume covered.
Procedure.
by

The vertical dimensions of the volume were obtained

placing the probe in the aocess tube in containers ofd1fforent

radii, and tilling the containers with water.

The probe was plaoed

in a fixed distance above the bottom of the container and the countin~

was observed with the Autosoaler as inorements of water were

added.

The counting rate observed before the '.-rater

~las

added was

taken to be the background.

The horizontal dimensions were determined in the same fashion
except the probe was plaoed in the bottom of the container.
Results.

7 and 8.

The data from this experiment are summarized in f1gures
In those figures the position of the probe components are

drawn to scale only in the vertieal dimension to show their positions
with respect to the water level.

From figure

7.

it can be seen that

water below the and of the probe has little effect on the counting
rate and vater 10 om. below the probe doss not contribute to the

counting rate at all.
Figure 8 shows that when the water level is above the top of
the probe the oounting rate is not appreciably inoreased.

The sig-

nificance of this is that the vertioal dimensions of the effective
volume oovered by the 80il is dependent upon the position of the
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Figure 7 •. Effect of 8ddin~ inorements of w~ter to the counting
rate. The position of the probe end components with respeot to
water level is shown with vertioal dimensions to scale.
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t'igure 8.

Determination of minimum effective radiu. by adding

inerements of water to different conteiners (radium in cm. is
given st the top of each curve). The positi :in of' the probe and
component. with respect to w,""ter level is shovm with vertical

dimensions to scale.
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Figure 9. Calibration of the rate meter with the sdaler. The
maximum and minimum defleotions of the rate meter are shown.
The average 1s ~n observed reading 8S explained in the text.
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deteotor with re8pect to the source.
tha.t the length of sensitive volume of

It is also logical to postulate
th~

detector has an effect upon

the vertical d.imension of the effective volume.

The data show that

the effective vertical diameter ot this probe 1s 28 em.

The JliJd.aa

.

horizontal radiua of the effective volume is about 27 om. as interp.~ed

from figure 8.

!!.!:! meter

experiment

The JlDdal 2610A rate meter was used in the effective volume

87;-

perimente to 4 .term1ne its lIenai tl vi ty wi t.h the pro be.

This was accomplished by removing the probe from the

Prooedure.

Autoeoaler and oonnecting it to the rate meter atter the counting rate

tor eaoh inorement of water was observed.

Results.

The reaul ts of thi. experiment are shOlm in figure 9.

The acttal counting rat.e between. the scaler and ootmt rata meter do
not agree.

This indicates that the count rate meter 1. out of cali-

bration but doee not effect the sensitivity of the instrument.

The

ourve on the lett and right were ob'tained by obaerving the lowest and
highest roading

what appeared

t.o

OIl

the met.er.

The oenter curve was found by observing

be the most frequent reading.

Sinoe the needle of the

dial fluctuates with the counting rate or the statistical fluctuations

ot the random nuclear dieintegrkt1ons, a large number of instant readings would' be required to find the norm by the averaging method.

The

method used in this experiment to find the average counting rate 1s

quicker than reoording and averaging oounting rates.

The determin-

ation of the mid-point botween the maximum and minimum would also be
a sat18:ta.CtOry means of obtaining the av.rage ocnmting rate as indi-

ca.ted in figure 9.

The results with the rate meter were quite

satisfactory, however, the tinal question of ita use depends upon
the range of the counting rate over the soll moisture range.
~

experiments

The objective in these experiments was to increase the sensi.-

tivity of the probe by

cl~ing

the position of the silver foil and

replacing the silver roil with indium foil.

It was believed that if

the foil was placed in close contact with the sensitive area of the
Geiger tube more beta particles trom the neutron-beta reaction would
be detected., It is known that the beta particle has a continuous
energy spectrum and 1 t was felt that more of the lower energy betas

could be detected by placing the toil closor to the Geiger tube.
The decrease in diameter of the foil was 4 mm.
The large croes seotion of indium foil for slow neutrons (fig-

ure 10) indicated that the sensitivity of detection would be enhanced.
Procedure,

The probe wae placed in the a.coess tube which was

placed in a oylindrical container of water

44 em. deep_

~4

em. in diameter and

The COlmt1ng rate was determined with the Autosoaler

for the different plaoements and foils.

The oounting rate was also

determined without either foil in tho moderating medium.
Results.

The counting rate was not changed significantly by either

placement of the silver foil.

Nor was the oounting rate greater than

counting error when the silver foil was replaced by the indium foil.
The counting rate without either foil lms muoh higher in the moderating mediUm than in air.

!!!!. tempera tur e effect
This experiment

\f8.S

designed to determine the e:ffeot of temper-

ature upon the operation of the Geiger tube since Lapp and Andrews
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(1948, p. 218) stated that to insure accurate oounting with this type
a oonstant temperature is desirable.
Procedure.

The experiment was carried out by placing the access

tube and probe in a

,4 em.

diameter container 40 em. deep.

The

temperature of the water was varied by using tce and hot water.
temperature range was from 8 to

'7

0

C.

The

An electric stirrer was used

to insure uniform temperatur$ throughout the container.

The counting

rate was observed with the Autoscaler.

Results.

The temperature effect upon the Geiger-Muller·tube was

tound to be insignificant.
2'°0, and

The counting rates from the 8°C, 180 e,

;7°0 temperatures were all within statistical counting error.

Third calibration experiment
Procedure.

The purpose and procedure of this experiment was ident-

ical to the first experiment with the

follo~ing

exceptionSI

the long

probe was used; the samples were taken with the large sampling tube;
consecutive ,-minute counts were taken; and the background was determined in position in the s011 wi th the foil removed.

Results.

Figure 11 shows the poor correlation obtained between

oounting rate and moisture content.

The oounting rate les8 the baok-

ground wae plotted against the mals of water per unit mass of s011 (PW)
and the volume of water per unit volume of 8011 (Pv).

The background,

as found by observing the oounting rate in position in the 8011 without the silver foil, was approximately 5 times as great as the counting
rate determined in air.

This increased oounting rate ,is from tho back

scattering ot the gamma rays from the source by the 80il.
The additional lead added to the probe decreased the oount in air
from about 5600 to 250 counts per minute.

The long probe reduced the

o
o

/
0 •••.•

Pv

o

• ..... Pw

o
o

o

••
o

WATER

•
•
o

Fi(';ure 11. Percent water on volume basia (Pv) and weir,ht basis
(Pw) versus neutron count a pl?r minute obt~. ined by subtracting
counts obta.ined ~\fithout tho sil',er foil. Poor oorrr1le.tion i8
evident.
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count on two oomparable 8011 moisture samples from about

counts

p~r

8500

to 1900

minute.

Sinoe the

amoun~

ot baok soattering i. dependent upon the density

ot' the so11, the baokground was plotted against. bot.h the dry and wet
dsnaity of the 8011.

No oorrelation was evident as aeen in figure 12.

The oounting rate of the 1m! vidual samples was wi thin oounting
error when the 1Di t1.a.l

~-mlnute

counting interval waa d1agarded. which

agrees with the activation period found in the second oa11bratlon curve.

It appears that the neutron
tering count.

COWlt

was masked by the gamma scat-

Another possible error 1s the sampling technique.

This

error doesn't appear to be very largo sinoe the bulk density values
obtained are within the range of values found trom 4-inch undisturbed
oore determination8 (Heuser 1950).
Br~

chamber .tudis.

In an attempt to overcome·the gamma ray 'scattering
preliminary studies with the

BP~

proportional oounting

~om

the source

~b.r

and the

Pee-Wee counter were oarried out.
Prooedure.

A linear amplifier with the Autoscaler and the P.e-Wee

oounter were used with the BF, Ob&mber in the access tube which waG
in a oontainer of water 40 om. deep and
Result,.

~4

am. 1n diameter.

The 1ni tial resul ta with the BF, chamber and the pro-

portional counter were negative.

It was not possible to detect aDJ

neutrons with the BF, en.mber and the proportional counter when the
source was placed in tho accees tube 1n the oontainer ot water.
attempt to u •• the

sr,

An

chamber with the Autoscaler and linear ampli-

fier was also unsuccessful.

It waa believed that the linear amplifier

was faulty, however, when the B'3 chamber

~as

used with an o8c11l1scope
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Figure 12. Wet anc dry density of the soil versus counts per
minute of ~emma ray soattered obtained without the silver foil.
Poor correlati·:m is evident.

and amplifier in the Physics Department the results were the same,
no neutrons wer.• detected.

Clayton Clark, E. E. of the Radio Depart-

\

mont checked the proportional counter and pronounced it satisfactory.
The result. indicated that the B'; ohamber was inoperative and therefore it was returned to the manufacturer.
When the B'3 ohamber was returned from the manufacturer, neutrons
from the source could be deteoted with the proportional counter.

A

counting rate ot approximate17 18 counts per minute was determined by
counting the pulses with the earphone..

The proportional counter is a

oount rate meter and the oounting rate was so slow that only a mornen-

tary deflection of the needle was observed for the individual pulses.

DISOUSSION AND CONCLUSIOR

It was found durlng the field experiments that the laboratory
type .calers are not praotical for routine moisture determinations

in the field.

The instruments are intended for atationary laboratory

use '-8lld are not designed to withstand the mechanioal shock and vibra-

tions to which they would be 8ubjected under normal field use.

How-

ever, they are quite satisfactory tor calibration purposes proTided
adequate precautions are made for protection against dust
ical damage.

an~

mechan-

The stabll! ty of the power supply for the scalers is

oritioal and must be maintained 1t accurate counting rates are to be
obtained.

The mobile generator assembly used in this investigation

was satisfactory for calibration experiments but not for routine determinatiofts baoa.use 1t cannot be used. where crops J such as grain or
corn, are grown or where short-growing crops, such as beets and potatoos, are approaching maturity.

to this method provided,

Portable rate meters are adaptable

(1) the counting rate is high enough; and

(2) the operating voltage of the detector tube is not exoessive.
In the third calibration experiment it was found that the a.ssumption that the oounting rate obtained in air (or dry soll)'repr•• ented
the background was not valid.

When the probe 18 in the soil the ganma

rays from the source a.re scattered back to the Geiger-Muller tube and
are oounted along with the scattered neutrons.

The scattering of

gamma rays by a modium d ep end s, to an extent, upon the d ensi toy of the

medium, therefore, the soattering of gamma rays in the soil oannot be

,1
expected to remain independent ot poel tion in the soil.

The moisture

oontent ot the 80il will also vary the gamma counting rate.

The bulk

density of the. 8011 at the experimental farm has been shown to vary

at ra.n4om trom 1.21 to 1.!55 (Heuser 1950).

The calibration CUl"te .

obtained. ,by Belcher ~!!. (1953) with a. simi liar souroe did not show
this sea tterlng sfreet

ot

ganma rays.

The reason for this 1s believed

to be that in the laboratory cal1bratlQD the 8011 was added to the
drum in layers and eaoh layer was carefully compacted to a predetermined avez:age dena! ty.

Sinoe the dens! 1:,y was uniform. the effeot

of gamma scattering was only a function of moisture content.

~llen

this type of calibration 1s used in field a.pplioation the moisture

oontent wilt be oonfounded with any change in density f'rom the ca.ll-

brat10n standard.
It 1e conoluded that. source emi tt1ng gamma. rays connot be used

in a probe that contains a

Ge1ger-~ruller

It 1. possible to

tube.

shield the Geiger-Muller tube tram direct radiation from the source
but the gamma rays 8oa.ttered back :trom the 8011 will still uaak the

neutron count.

There are three ways this problem may be overcome.

(1) use a gamma tree source, (2) activate the foil and count the induced activit.y away from the 80urO., and (;) detect the neutrons in

A neutron souroe that

the prosenee of gamma rays with a BF, ;chamber.

i8 entirely free of gamma radiation is unknown, however, Po-Be emits
only a few gamma rays and is called a gamma free source.
source is not very pract.ical beca.use of 1 te

l~8-de.y

A Po-Be

half-life.

The

I

method. wheroby the activated foil is counted allay from the source has
been used in the tield (Lane at. &1. 195;) but the time required for

--

aotivation, removal, and counting seems impractical for field use.
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It was also found experimentally under similiar conditions used
by Lane ~!!.

(195') that the source used

in this investlmatlon was

too weak to induce activity in indium foil above expertmental error.
The SF, chamber Appears to be the best .olution for this method.

ar,

The

chamber will not require an activation period which further reduces

the time required tor a determination.
Results from the foil experiments a.re significant in that they
give indireot eYidence of the strength of the source.

By comparing the

croes sections for indium and. silver in figure 10, it can be ••en that
indium has a larger cross seotion for 8low neutrons and the counting
rate should be inoreased when silver is replaced by indium foil.

nematlve· results may be explained in three waysa
rate of the neutrons is masked by the

~~

The

(1) the counting

ray scattering. (2) the

density of the neutron flux in the vicinity of the detector is too
small, or (3) the distributions of neutron energies is above 10
where both indium and silver have lower cross sections.
expla:::nat1on may be true only t.o

8.

eVe

The latter

lim! ted extent in view of the magni-

tude of the neutron count under opttmum moderating conditions.

It is

believed that a combination of the first and second explanations are
responsible for the negative results.

That is, the source provides

only a small neutron flux and small difference that would be obtained
is masked by the gamma ray scattering.

Results from the BF; ohamber

experiments tend to aubstantiate thia also.
The low counting ra.te with the BF3 chamber may be a.ttributed to
two factors or a co~bination thereoft
an inadequate number of BIO atoms.

(1) a low neutron density, (2)

The counting rate is equal to the

product ot the number of neutrons per second, the cross section of BlO

and the nuaber of B10 atoms.

"

The crose section 1s oonstant for a

given energy and therefore doee not vary the oounting rate.

The

number of DiO atoms present 18 reflocted in the amount of aenei tlve
volume of the

~

chamber and the percontage oomposi tion in the BF3

In considering this it becomes obvious that a low neutron den-

gas.

sity, an inadequate .ensit.ive volume, and a low B10 percentage 1JJS.y

aooount for the fluotuating counting rate.

It is possible to deS8.ti.s~actory

termine whether or not the BF, chamber is
a atronger source.

or not by using

The SF, chamber should be adequate according to

the manUfaoturer and. on this basis the low oounting rate may b. attri buted to the low neutron dens! ty of the source.
The neutron flux of this source is quite small when compared

with sources of previous

investlma~lons.

The following data are pre-

sented tor oomparlsionl
Ipv8st.1etor

Souroe

~

Detector

1.6 x 106

rhodium foil

60,000

silver foil

60,000

silver foil

Belcher 1950

lOO-me. RaSe

Belcher 195'

24

Carlton 195'

24 me.

Ga.rdne~

10 me. Po-Se

10,000

5x

200 me. RaBe

'.2 x 106

indium foll

10 mo. RaBe

1.5 x 105

2.5 x 30 em..

1952

lAne

195'

van

Savel

me. Po-Be
!laD-Be

~5.5

em. BF,

BF~

'!'he neutron flux 1·8 in neutrons per aq. em. per soc. and exoepting
van Bavel's and Gardner's was calculated by a prev1eu.ly mentioned
relationship.

The lat.er work of Belcher ~!:.!.. (195~) reOOJlllends the

replaoement of the 24 me. RaD-Be source of greater activity.

The size

ot the foils used oompares favorably with the size used in this investigation.

It is conoluded that the souroe should be replaoed. with

a stronger one it tho

B',

chamber is to be used.

The conclusion from the effective volume experiments that \fO.ter

below the probe contributos little to the

count1n~

rate may be ques-

tioned since the probe was surrounded by air and :ncrt wator.

Had the

probe been surrounded by water instead of air the lJater below the
probe may have contributed more to the counting rate.
unlikely since

t~e

This seems

results from the experiment are in agreement with

the findings of Go.rdner and Kirkham (195') that tl8.ter 15 em. below

the bottom of the dotector (in the tube cavity) contributes little

to -the total counting rate.

The effective volume covered by the probe

is a flattened spheroid, 25 ,em. in vertical dirumeter and
horizontal diameter.

This 1s in a.greement with the

radl~8 found by B~lcher

!i!l. (1950)

and Lane

~4

sph~re

2!!l.

am. in
of 6 in.

(195:!i).

The'

lengths of the sensitive volumes of the detectors used in these investl[';1ltlons are 8.pproxime. tely the same as used in this study, whereas
the poei tion of the detectors

11i th

respect to the source varied.

This

indicates that the position ot the deteotor with respect to the source
1s not as important in determining horizontal dimensions as in vertical
dimensions, at least within the ltmits of 0 to 13 em.
in source strength

1mB

The variation

not appreciable in affeoting tho effective

volumes.
In a preliminary experiment not reported the probe was plaoed

under a tank which was filled by adding inorements of water.
ing rate becwme constant at a depth of

14 em. This agrees

value found by Belcher's surface meter (Beloher

!!!!_

The'count-

with the

1952).

It appears that oonfounding the neutron eOW'lting rate wi th

th~

gamma ray scattering has little effect in chang1ne the effective volume
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since the results of this tnvestig,at1on and Belcher's are similar to
Lane t e results which are obtained from.

8.

neutron counting rate only.

Sinoe the third calibration experiment

was cut ahort. by broakdown and lack of replacement, it is suggested
that a larger

numb~r

of

~plos"to

be taken to confir.m the results.

The same procedure could be used.
A turther 1nveet,lgatim of the oounting ra.te from the source and
BF~

.hOuld be carried out.

This will require the procurement of a

linear amph11tiel' which may be used with ·the scaler.

This ttlll, if

it confirms the previous counting. rate with the proportional oounter,
indicate the source and BF} ohamber are not adequate.

The prooedure

of the effective volume exper1ment could be usecl.
The next exporiment would involve obtaining, perhaps on loan

from another oollege or un! versi ty, another filet neutron source ot
higher flux and testing it with the present SF; ohamber.
nate procedure in whieh another

Or the alter-

Dr, chamber 1& used.

It is reoommended that the feasibility of obtaining a source
with actinium 227 be investigated.

1;.5

Aotinium 227 has a half-life of

years and emits a. 8trong alpha. -Six of the eight daught.er pro-

ducts also em1 t strong alpha and have short .half-lives.

It would

appea.r that an le-Ba source would bo a more effioient souroe
neut.rons than Ra-Be.

or

fast

There are some ga.nm:a rays emitted which would

not interfere with detection if a

sr,

chamber is used.

SUMMARY

1.

The adaptability of the neutron scattering phenomena to

field Application

\'1'8.8

investigated.

The genoral theory and review

of all known papers on this toohnique was presented.
Probes inoorporating a 24 me. RaD-Be source and a Ge1ger-

2.
P~ller

tube wrapped with sllvor toil were made and used for soil

moisture determinations.
~.

In the field calibration experiments a poor correlation be-

tween counting rate and moisture content was found.

This poor cor-

relation was attributed to the JlIlsldng of the neutron count by ga.mma

radiation from the source and back scattering of gamma rays from the
80il.

No corrolation was found between gamma scattering and soil

density-

4. The effeotive volume covered

by the probe in this method is

a flattened spheroid 28 em. in vertical diameter and 34 em. in horizontal diameter.

5.

A count rate mater may be used to determine tho counting rate:

provided the c01mtlng range is wide enough and the e.ctivi ty high enough.

6. The sensitivity of the probe was not increased
the silver foil with indium toil.

by replacing

The negative rosults were attributed

to the low neutron flux of the souroe.

7.

The sensitivity of the

Geieer-~fuUler

tube in the probe 1s not

affeoted by temperatures fram 8°0 to '7°0.
8.

The neutron flux of the source was inadequate for the BF;
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ohaaber and. the proportional oount rate met.er.

9. The neutron scattering teohn1que i8 adaptable tor soil
moisture determ1nations but more r •• earch 1s required to adapt it
~o

practical field use.
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